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Abstract— Cloud computing is the advanced new-generation distributed computing platform 

that is extremely useful for big data storage and processing. It is technique that allows shared 

data to computers and it allows shared computer resource processing. Cloud computing 

resources allow big data applications that include processing on big data streams. Here the data 

availability is improved by, storing multiple replicas along with original datasets. Existing 

auditing techniques suffers from efficiency and security problems. Dynamic public auditing 

schemes allow users to store, verify, update and retrieve their data storage. There is no need for 

retrieving the whole dataset. First, the communication overhead for update verifications is very 

large, because each update requires updating of all replicas, where verification for each update 

requires O (log n) communication complexity. Second, existing schemes cannot provide security. 

In order to solve these problems, in this paper, we are introducing   the new scheme incorporated 

a novel authenticated data structure (ADS) based on the Merkle hash tree (MHT), which we call 

MR-MHT. Here, we included rank and level values in computation of MHT nodes this is used 

for authenticating the block indices. In existing schemes, data values in merkle hash tree are 

assigned in a top-down order, and all replica blocks are organized into a same replica sub-

tree.This type of configuration updates and verifies the data values in all nodes. Compared to 

existing data  public auditing schemes, theoretical analysis and experimental results show that 

the proposed MuR-DPA scheme can provide less communication overhead for both updating  

and integrity verification of cloud datasets with multiple replicas. It   also provides the security 

from unauthorized person. 
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